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IOWA SCIENCE TEACHERS' JO

Putting Science Back
Together: The
Teacher's Role
(Continuation of article in
December, 1966 Issue)
The most outstanding thing that
has happened since my own inside
study of American education has been
the Course Content Improvement
Programs of the National Science
Foundation, which have grown since
the middle 1950's to an expenditure
of $16,000,000 a year. Every field of
pre-college science education has been
affected, with the BSCS program in
biology being perhaps the outstanding
example for thoroughness. The BSCS
materials and philosophy are having
an impact around the world; Bentley
Glass writing on the Japanese science
education centers reports enthusiastic
appreciation of American BSCS materials among Japanese teachers. That
report describes the approach taken
in Japan to continue in-service training of science teachers-an approach
different from our NSF summer institute programs but designed to accomplish the same purpose.
The magnificent accomplishments
of the NSF-sponsored curriculum studies illustrate what can be done when
teachers and university professors get
together effectively. It seems to me
that much more could be done in the
dimension of vertical integration;
How much scientific vocabu 1 a r y
should be taught, and at what stages?

DR. WALTER R. HE
Iowa State University

How much contact with techni
and which techniques? Are we in
ger of boring students by repeti
Are we leaving out important as
thinking they have been or w·
taught somewhere else along the
Is anybody teaching these kids to
on their own and to analyze criti
what they read? Who teaches the
write? To spell'? To add? To t
mathematically? To appreciate
history and philosophy of science?
care about how science influences
ciety and vice-versa? To distin
between science and pseudo-sci
To understand the difference bet
science and technology, and the
ture of their interdependence?
We should be frank about bar
that keep us from communica
with each other and do what we
to overcome them. You are gen
ists; university professors have to
specialists. Isaac Asimov has des
ed his joy as a generalist in thew
of science but probably very fe
you have been as successful as h
escaping pangs of guilt over not b
"real scientists." Indeed, you see
feel some pressure to push rese
and other aspects of professional
cialization down into the high sch
Scientific research is always sp
and is restricted in scope ; I for
object to use of the term "resea
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cover everything from looking up
t~e biography of Joseph Priestley to
t riting a university department head
:r "complete information on cancer
hich I need next week for my
:Cience project." High school students
and their teachers, can do research ; I
am not sure that they should, or
should feel obli~ed t0-at least in the
high school settmg.
A good word to dust off and use
again in this context is "scholarship.' '
What high school students, and their
teachers, and university professors,
and possibly but not necessarily industrial scientists can all do is scholarly work. Scholarship is broader
than resear ch, although at the university level it certainly includes itbut at their own level even elementary school children can be scholars.
As a matter of fact, the kind of camaraderie needed to put science back
together in this dimension is that of
being fellow scholars with our students and with each other, however
general or specialized our individual
interests may be. Scholarship makes
demands which will exclude manybut then so does football practice! I
see the task of a teacher as simply
that of demonstrating by personal
commitment what it means to be a
scholar, and then of helping those attracted to scholarly activity to drink
more deeply of its joys by submitting
themselves more fully to its discipline.
I suspect that teaching at all levels
is weaker than it ought to be largely
because many of us are not really
scholars at heart, or because we have
not yet found good ways to demonstrate a love of scholarship to students. Someone has said that a student can go from kindergarten all the

way through graduate school in this
country and never meet a truly educated man. You and I may snipe at
each other to ease our own conscien ces: you criticize the graduate schools
for turning out research p€0ple who
don't give a darn about teaching; I
may argue that school systems need
to replace a lot of educators who claim
to know how to teach with scholars
who know how to learn. But what
good is that? Let each criticize himself and help his colleagues all up and
down the line. The Golden Era of the
Easy Research Grant and the Dark
Ages of the Teachers Colleges both
seem to be coming to an end at about
the same time, anyway . A true scholar is able to value work of others
and therefore to regard his own contribution , however good it may be,
with a certain amount of humility.
But beware of a false humility: a generalist should be as willing to teach a
specialist as to learn from him. There
is r oom in science teaching for both
kinds of scholarship- but no room for
anything less than scholarship.
Putting Science Back TogetherSpiritually

That brings me to my final point,
and to a third dimension. Perhaps I
should refer to "depth" to complete
the two-dimensional scheme already
suggested, but "spiritual" is the word
that comes to my mind. The spirit of
science badly needs putting back together, it seems to me. In this case
the job must be done by getting rid
of something disruptive-like putting
a good movie back together on television by getting rid of all the com mercials that clutter it up. The analogy comes pretty close, I think: it is
technology in its most blatant com-
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mercial aspects that is cluttering up
science today and choking its spirit.
At least it threatens to choke my
scientific spirit. I must confess to you
that a few years ago I dropped m y
subscription to Scientific American
in spite of its magnificent articles because I got so fed up with turning
through all those pages of costly ads
inviting scientists to "come to sunny
California and help our company
build bigger missiles and more efficient weapons" ; I realize my reaction
was somewhat extreme but I decided
I either had to give up the Scientific
American or give up science--and
science is too valuable to give up.
Of course science and technology
bear a close relationship to each other
today; in the popular mind they have
become so closely identified as to be
almost indistinguishable. There is
nothing intrinsically bad about the
relationship, or about technology itself. Technology based on science has
made the life of ordinary men infinitely better- or at least the life of the
ordinary men who can afford technology, which means chiefly the men
employed in technology. A good many
people in the world now feeling the
impact of our technology might question its value to them. I merely want
to say that as the basis for modern
technology science allows many of us
to live more comfortably and have
more leisure time, but independently
of technology science has enriched
human life simply by giving us a new
mode of thought. In the long run,
helping us fill our leisure time with
intellectual satisfaction may be more
important than providing more leisure time.
What science really is is a way of
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thinking,
to· nature, a self-correcting disci
of the human mind. In fact it ·
sentially negative, always holding
authority up to question and
tinually trying to find flaws ·
own hypotheses. The popular
that a scientist tries to "prove
theory" by experimenting is
pletely wrong: he tries his
disprove his theory (before sorn
else does it for him). Science is
uable chiefly for keeping us
superstition and false views of
world, rather than for giving
correct view. The power of sc
comes from willingness to lirn ·
scope by restricting itself to p
mate rather than ultimate ques
and by considering only a few
iables at a time out of all possibi
In fact, science itself is only
possible mode of thought out of
If we could again see science in
way, freed from too close an ide
cation with technology, it could
easily take its place alongside o
modes of thought-philosophy,
tory, art, language, and religion,
example. Technology brings
commercial success, at least at
ent in the United States, and sci
seems to be sharing its riches
its arrogance. For all this I thin
pay a price in estrangement
other areas of scholarship, as de
ed in C. P. Snow's Two Cultures.
may pay even a greater price in
respect: Are we still really able
willing to question authority wi
holds barred? Can we question
value of our own science and the ·
nology now so thoroughly based
it? Can we accept the idea that o
modes of thought may be as na
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valuable as the scientific
and as
rnode?
I remem ber one of the first atrnpts I came across to restore the
te'rit of inquiry into laboratory teachsp1
.
. g A number of items were put ma
1
~ 0 ~ box, which was sealed and given
5
t the student w1'th an " open-en d e d"
0
. struction something like, "Learn
in
' b ox. "
whatever you can from th 1s
There was a certain charming naivete
in that instruction (this was a chemistry course, by the way) because it
assumed that the natural and universal response would be to try to find
out what was in the box by shaking
it, listening to it, etc. My mind rebelled against being thus hemmed in, and
r immediately began to think of all
kinds of responses to annoy this simpleminded chemistry teacher: I
thought of using the box as a percussion instrument to create music with.
I thought of writin g a poem about

boxes with things in them, all kinds
of things. I though up boxy plots for
mystery stories, jokes about simpleminded scientists. I wondered how far
I could throw the darn box, and what
the consequences would be. I toyed
with the epistemological question of
how we ever arrive at any conclusions. I examined my own behavior
and speculated about my future. I
even praised God for the richness of
the human mind, for letting me be
stimulated in so many different ways
by a mere box with a few objects in
it. I did eventually get around to
thinking about the box scientifically;
that was fun, too.
I think when we begin to put
science back together we will also put
it back in its rightful place as one of
the most valuable and enjoyable intellectual activities-but not as the
only thing worth doing.

Iowa State Offers Summer Research Programs for Teachers
AMES, IOWA-Iowa State University is now accepting applications for two
programs of summer research participation in 1967. One program is for college and
junior college teachers, the other for high school teachers.
The programs are supported by the National Science Foundation and are
dil'ected by Duane Isely of the botany department of Iowa State.
Eight persons will be selected for the college program. The research partici•
pation opportunities in this program are for college and junior college teachers, predoctoral or post-doctoral, in the specialized areas of physics and psy,chology. Applicants must have at least an M.S. degree with a major in the desired field of research
and must ha ve completed at least two years of full-time teaching .
The high school program provides for participation by 20 teachers. Areas in
which t hey may specialize are biology, physics, chemistry, engineering and psychology. Applicants must possess at least a B.S. degree with a major in the desired
field of research and/ or some graduate work in the same field. In addition, at least
two years of full-time teaching must have been completed.
Both programs consist of 10 weeks of independent research beginning in
June, 1967. Interested teachers may obtain detailed information and application
fonns for either program by contacting Dr. Duane Isely , Departme,n t of Botany,
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa.
Deadline for applications is March 1, 1967.

